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Ask Allison
by Allison Fisher

Make It or Break It

H

i everyone, and thanks for writing to me with various questions. I will do my best to answer them
here and on my website, www.allisonfisher.com.

Do you have any advice for a consistent and effective break shot? Do you use any english, and why do
most players break from the
side of the table?

that you can consistently contact
the 1 ball full, start adding power.
I like to turn my body more sideways with my weight considerably forward so that my cue
stick just wants to propel forward and my hip turns to add
power from the body.The most important thing is to follow through with the cue as far as
possible, maintaining as much
energy on the cue ball as possible. If you watch Johnny Archer in
slow motion, the tip of his cue
almost reaches the 1 ball before
he lifts up.
I don’t use sidespin on the cue
ball, just center ball or a little
draw. However, if I am not successful in making a ball on either
side of the table, I may start cutting the 1 ball on the break, in
which case I may add a little low
right english to bring the cue ball
back. One of the most knowledgeable players I have witnessed
at breaking is Corey Deuel. He
studies the rack and adjusts his
speed for the break. It is amazing
what you can learn when you
start analyzing the balls and their
reactions. ◆

Firstly, the equipment you
use is important. What you want
to achieve on the break is good
stick speed through the cue ball,
which will give more energy to
the balls. A lighter stick will give
faster speed, whereas a heavier
stick gives a more solid hit. I like
an 18 ounce to break and play
with.The tip of the cue should be
hard and flat.
Most players break from the
side at 9-ball for a couple of reasons. First, there is a higher percentage of making a ball, either a
wing ball or the 1 ball. Secondly,
the rail is the best bridge you can
have because it is solid and not
going anywhere. If you are a
beginner, I always start by telling
someone to just focus on contacting the 1 ball full with the
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